Class R. Weekly learning plan. April 27th 2020
This week we are continuing of Growing Plants. We have already started story telling using
puppets and writing sentences. We have also been planting a wide range of plants and
talking about where seeds come from.
I am using our Tapestry Website to provide the detail and content of lessons and upload
teaching videos. Parents are invited to also post photographs, videos of their child taking
part in the set activities. Parents are also invited to write comments or ask any questions
related to their child’s learning. I will respond to these promptly.
I have also sourced some good websites that provide quality E books. I will refer to
particular recommended texts throughout the week.
This week’s learning activities you will also see on the Tapestry website will include:

Monday

Tuesday

Reading/ writing/
phonics
Jack and the Beanstalk
story episodes
The children will be
asked to write a letter
Letters and sounds recap
of phase 3 sounds
Learning the new
digraph …….or

Practise or digraph
reading words
Handwriting practise

Maths

Topic

This week I will be
asking the children
to set up a little
shop. They will be
asked to write prices
for the items in the
shop and then when
the shop is open,
use coins in range of
ways to pay for the
items
Continue shopping
game with questions
and activities

Continued
growing plants
activities.
Including arts
and crafts

Maths games and
simple subtraction

Continued
growing plants
activities.

Continued
growing plants
activities.

Recap all the tricky
words and writing
sentences using these
Wednesday

Jack and the Beanstalk
story continued and
story sentences
Letters and sounds
New trigraph igh letter
sound

Thursday

Jack and the beanstalk
story and song
continued
Giant’s Fee Fi Fo Fum
song, puppet show

Play shop maths
games with addition
and problem solving
questions

Continued
growing plants
activities.
Including arts
and crafts

Maths games online
and in our play
shops.

Arts and crafts

Letters and sound
Igh trigraph in words and
sentences
Friday

Jack and the beanstalk
Story finale
Story ending sentence
writing
Letters and sounds
New ear. trigraph

Suggested Daily Fitness activities include:
Joe Wicks The Body Coach ‘PE with Joe’ workouts- Live every morning at 9am on YouTube (I
am sure you are all aware of this one!)
Dance
Captain Fantastic (Children’s entertainment) Kids Dancing classes- videos saved on their
YouTube page- ‘Fantastic Dancing episode 8’ learn a simple dance routine 34 mins- Also a
new live episode at 3pm on Monday 27th April
There will also be a weekly R.E lesson. This weeks story is about the Good Samaritan and the
lost sheep . This will also be posted on Tapestry on Monday.

